ABSTRACT: Li metal is the preferred anode material for allsolid-state Li batteries. However, a stable plating and stripping of Li metal at the anode−solid electrolyte interface remains a significant challenge particularly at practically feasible current densities. This problem usually relates to high and/or inhomogeneous Li-electrode−electrolyte interfacial impedance and formation and growth of high-aspect-ratio dendritic Li deposits at the electrode−electrolyte interface, which eventually shunt the battery. To better understand details of Li metal plating, we use operando electron microscopy and Auger spectroscopy to probe nucleation, growth, and stripping of Li metal during cycling of a model solid-state Li battery as a function of current density and oxygen pressure. We find a linear correlation between the nucleation density of Li clusters and the charging rate in an ultrahigh vacuum, which agrees with a classical nucleation and growth model. Moreover, the trace amount of oxidizing gas (≈10 −6 Pa of O 2 ) promotes the Li growth in a form of nanowires due to a fine balance between the ion current density and a growth rate of a thin lithium-oxide shell on the surface of the metallic Li. Interestingly, increasing the partial pressure of O 2 to 10 −5 Pa resumes Li plating in a form of 3D particles. Our results demonstrate the importance of trace amounts of preexisting or ambient oxidizing species on lithiation processes in solid-state batteries.
L
i metal is an attractive anode material for all-solid-state Li batteries (SSLBs) due to its high theoretical capacity (3860 mA h/g) and low potential vs standard hydrogen electrode (−3.04 V). 1−3 To match the energy capacity of a typical Li-ion cell, a relatively thick Li metal film of ≈20 μm is needed. 4 However, achieving a stable plating and stripping of Li metal in contact with a solid-state electrolyte (SSE) yet remains a significant technological challenge, even when the Li−SSE interface is thermodynamically or kinetically stabilized. 4, 5 The current experimental effort is dedicated to achieving homogeneous plating/stripping of such a thick layer, avoiding destructive mechanical strains in the anode, and minimizing the impedance of electrode−SSE interfaces. 6−10 An additional problem with Li anodes is the observed shorting of the cells by metallic Li filaments growing through grain boundaries of crystalline SSEs. 11 The aforementioned SSLB challenges become particularly critical for current densities exceeding ≈1 mA/cm 2 , which is still below the >10 mA/cm 2 requirement for portable electronics and electric vehicle applications. 12 Recently, in situ transmission electron microscopy revealed the selective role of oxygen, nitrogen gases, and water vapor on passivation and corrosion of Li metal surface during battery operation. 13 Similarly, operando optical 14 and SEM 15 character-ization of Li plating in electrochemical cells highlighted the role of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) on Li dendrite growth. Further advances in controlling Li morphology, however, require detailed understanding of Li growth mechanism during plating and dissolution, as well as the effects that the substrate and the surrounding environment (i.e., adsorbates) have on this process. 15−19 Previously, we used operando ultrahigh vacuum-SEM (UHV-SEM) to monitor in real time the microstructure evolution of an Al anode during its lithiation and delithiation reactions and demonstrated how chemical side reactions on the anode surface and anode−current collector interface can affect the battery capacity retention. 20, 21 Here, we extend this approach to characterize Li metal plating and stripping at a model ultrathin carbon anode deposited on an amorphous, nitrogen doped lithium phosphate (LiPON) SSE/LiCoO 2 cathode stack. Our observations reveal a linear correlation between the nucleation density of Li clusters and the charging rate under UHV conditions, which agrees well with the classical 2D model of nucleation and growth. We find that the morphology of metallic Li deposition is highly sensitive to the oxidizing ambient and drastically changes from mostly in-plane 3D particle growth mode under UHV conditions to out-of-plane whisker-like growth once the oxygen pressure in UHV chamber increases from ≈10 −7 to ≈10 −6 Pa. The in-plane Li growth mode reestablishes once the oxygen pressure further rises to 10 −5 Pa. We attribute the change in the Li growth mode to the formation of an encapsulating lithium-oxide surface layer that controls the morphology of a growing Li nanoparticle.
A schematic of the thin film battery and the experimental setup are illustrated in Figure 1 . Arrays of SSLBs are fabricated on a Si (001) wafer covered with a 100 nm thermal SiO 2 . A 90 nm Pt/30 nm Ti current collector is deposited using an electron beam evaporation followed by a ≈345 nm thick LiCoO 2 cathode sputtered using previously described conditions. 22 Following deposition, the LiCoO 2 is annealed in the O 2 atmosphere at 700°C for 2 h to form the high-temperature phase. A ≈340 nm thick LiPON electrolyte layer is sputtered on top of the cathode layer. Next, an array of amorphous carbon (C) anodes with a thickness of ≈35 nm is evaporated through a stencil mask with a diameter of 0.51 mm. Then, ≈210 nm thick Al pads have been evaporated through the same shadow mask but with an offset to leave most of the C-anode surface exposed. The Al pads are used to make electrical contact with the C anodes.
All operando measurements are carried out in a UHV-SEM setup with a residual gas pressure of ≈10 −7 Pa which is equipped with microprobes, scanning Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and gas inlet system. 21 Electrochemical charging and discharging of the SSLBs are conducted using a commercial current voltage source-measure unit in a 2-electrode configuration with the cathode serving as the working electrode and the anode as the counter and reference electrode. Characterization of pristine C anodes using Raman spectroscopy and high-resolution analytical transmission electron microscopy shows that the thin C films are amorphous, without pores, and composed of nm size clusters ( Figure S1a,c) . Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) (Figure S1e,f) and XPS ( Figure S1d ) reveal the predominantly sp 3 nature of carbon bonds in the anode films. XPS also indicates an appreciable presence of the C−O, carbonyl, carboxyl, and hydroxyl groups at the surface of carbon anode, formed presumably during the sample transfer and exposure to ambient air. Conversely, local energy dispersive Xray spectroscopy (EDXS) of the carbon films shows rather low oxygen bulk concentration ( Figure S1b ). To study the effect of reactive ambient on Li plating, the controlled leak of the pure oxygen was admitted to the UHV chamber. The real-time mass spectrometry of the residual and admitted gases was used to monitor the composition of the chamber ambient ( Figure S2 ).
We begin with the nucleation and growth of Li on the C anode during low current density galvanotactic battery charging under UHV conditions (P < 6 × 10 −7 Pa, Figure 2 ). The initial stage of C-anode lithiation can be experimentally observed as a gradual and spatially homogeneous SEM brightness (secondary electron yield) change of the entire carbon pad upon battery biasing (similar to the brightness evolution seen in the top two rows in Figure S3 , neither frontal nor cross-sectional SEM reveal any visible cracks in the anode layer due to Li deposition at the LiPON−carbon interface. This is due to two reasons: (i) high Li diffusion in amorphous C (≈10 −10 cm 2 /s) exceeding by approximately 1 order of magnitude the diffusion coefficient in LiPON; (ii) the absence of any volumetric confinement for Li at the free vacuum− carbon interface. Thus, Li cluster nucleation barrier on the Canode surface is smaller compared to one at the carbon− electrolyte interface. Figure 2b shows the areal density of Li clusters measured as a function of the state-of-charge at current densities of 0.026, 0.08, 0.17, and 0.26 mA/cm 2 (for SEM images, see Figure S4 ). Independently of the charging rate, Li nucleation initiates at ≈2.5 × 10 −4 C of injected charge and ≈4 V, which is seen as a "kink" in the potential versus the state-of-charge curve ( Figure  2c ). The number of Li nuclei grows rapidly until it reaches a steady state when no new particles appear, indicating that Li transported from the cathode to the anode contributes predominantly to the growth rather than to nucleation of new particles. In order to quantify the Li nucleation kinetics under UHV conditions, we adopt a classical thin film nucleation and growth model (see reviews 24, 25 and references therein). According to this approach, guest atoms deposited onto the host substrate form either continuous films or discontinuous nanostructures depending on the thermodynamic and kinetic parameters. By analogy with this model, Li + ions are driven from the cathode through the SSE to the C anode during battery charging and become reduced to metallic state at the anode. Upon oversaturation of the C anode, Li atoms nucleate to form Li clusters on the anode-free surface, and then grow as Li microparticles. The average secondary electron (SE) yield of metallic lithium is lower compared to amorphous C, 26, 27 resulting in corresponding contrast differences in SEM images (Figure 2a) . Following the close analogy between electrochemical Li plating and film growth by physical vapor deposition, the nucleation density of Li particles, N, in a steady state in a vacuum can be expressed in terms of scaling relation:
Here, J, D, and z stand for the current (flux of Li atoms), surface diffusion coefficient, and a minimal number of atoms in a thermodynamically stable cluster. Usually, the critical nucleus consists of a few hundred atoms, 28 and therefore, the nucleation density should be linearly proportional to the current at a constant diffusion coefficient. We observe this dependence in our experimental data (see inset in Figure 2c ) validating the applicability of this approach to our system. The obtained results corroborate qualitatively with the previous ex situ SEM results on Li deposition from a liquid electrolyte. 29 The aforementioned Li growth mechanism alters once the charging rate increases in excess of ≈1 mA/cm 2 , at which point Li deposition can also occur at the C−LiPON interface. Under high current densities, the ionic flux balance conditions at the anode−electrolyte interface are not fulfilled anymore, leading to Li accumulation in the anode, mechanical stress development, film cracking, and micron thick whiskers growth from their roots ( Figure S5 and the SI video). Interestingly, the footprints of these Li whiskers are located at the periphery of the topographic features resembling the grain boundaries. The size of these features approximately correlates with underlying LiCoO 2 grain size convoluted with a conformal coverage of amorphous LiPON layer. As it has been shown in previous reports, Li-ion flux across LiPON/LiCoO 2 solid-state batteries is not spatially homogeneous at the nanoscale, and Li ions evolve predominantly from the electrochemically active LiCoO 2 {010} grain facets. 30 At charging rates exceeding 1 mA/cm 2 , Li lateral diffusion is not fast enough to match the incoming flux of the Li ions, and therefore the grain structure of the buried LiCoO 2 layer becomes "projected" to a C-anode surface determining the location of the nucleation and growth sites of Li whiskers and microparticles. However, at lower charging rates ( Figure S4 ), the lateral diffusion of Li in C anode is fast enough to smooth the nanoscopic inhomogeneities of Li source. This is supported by observing Li nucleation at random locations on a C anode, which are not necessary correlated with grain boundary sites ( Figure S4 ).
We now consider the effect of reactive gaseous environment on morphology of Li deposits. Due to high reactivity, the nucleation and growth of Li on the carbon-anode surface during battery charging can be affected by (i) the preabsorbed/ dissolved oxygen containing species and (ii) those adsorbed from the ambient during cycling. XPS data ( Figure S6 ) collected in situ from the pristine anode under UHV conditions indicate that the as-prepared carbon surface already contains a noticeable amount of oxygen species. Those species, however, become consumed either via reaction with Li diffused from LiPON and/or during the first battery cycle and do not affect the long-term battery performance or Li plating morphology recorded under UHV. This is confirmed by an only minor change in intensity of O 1s peak during SSLB cycling while Li 1s intensity and corresponding C 1s attenuation due to Li drastically increase under the same conditions.
To elucidate the role of oxidizing species from ambient environment, we study Li plating as a function of O 2 partial pressure in the range from ≈5 × 10 −7 to ≈5 × 10 −5 Pa. The comparative local AES analysis of the particle-free C-anode areas and plated Li particles surfaces indicate that (i) both partitions become irreversibly oxidized with time during SSLB cycling at 5 × 10 −7 Pa, and (ii) the degree of oxidation of lithiated carbon layer is larger compared to grown Li nanoparticles (Figures S7 and S8 ). SEM images in Figure  3a Figure S4 ) and (c) potential as a function of the battery state-of-charge for 0.026 mA/cm 2 (red), 0.08 mA/cm 2 (orange), 0.168 mA/cm 2 (green), and 0.26 mA/cm 2 (blue), respectively. The error bars correspond to the uncertainty of particle recognition at the borders of the SEM field of view. Gray lines in part b serve as a guide to the eye. The inset in part c depicts the nucleation density behavior, N, versus the charging current at a steady state. , and 4.8 × 10 −5 Pa oxygen pressure, respectively. Interestingly, Li deposit morphology changes from the mainly in-plane 3D growth of metallic Li islands with a negligible fraction of nanowires, to one dominated by nanowire growth as the O 2 pressure increases by 1 order of magnitude from ≈6 × 10 −7 to ≈6 × 10 −6 Pa. In-plane Li 3D particles growth mode is again reestablished as the O 2 partial pressure is further increases to ≈5 × 10 −5 Pa. Moreover, the nucleation density of Li particles triples once the oxygen pressure grows from ≈6 × 10 −7 to ≈5 × 10 −5 Pa (Figure 3a −c, and Figure  S10 ).
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The proposed mechanism for the effect of surface oxidation on the Li deposit morphology is depicted in Figure 3d −f. We state that the interplay between the Li current densities and surface oxidation rate of growing Li nanostructures is responsible for drastic changes in morphology of Li deposits. The morphology of deposits evolves as 3D particles under UHV (Figure 3a,d ) and highly oxidizing ambient (Figure 3c ,f) and changes to quasi-1D submicron thin nanowires when plating takes place at ≈6 × 10 −6 Pa of oxygen partial pressure (Figures 3b,e) . The formation of Li-core/oxide-shell structure around growing Li deposits is known from previous studies, 31 and also supported by our AES measurements ( Figures S7 and   S8 ) and SEM imaging of contrast reversal between C anode and Li-oxide deposits due to higher secondary electron yield. The development of Li-oxide shells around the growing metallic nanowires is further evidenced via SEM imaging of the same anode region before and after Li discharge (Figure  4a,b) . The images show bright, solid shells with thickness of few tens of nanometers remaining after the metallic Li core is intercalated back into LiCoO 2 during battery discharge.
For an intermediate oxygen pressure range ≈6 × 10 −6 Pa, the O atomic flux rate is ≈5 × 10 13 (s cm 2 ) −1 , which is 100 times smaller than the Li current density J. The growing Li surface becomes gradually oxidized. The thickness, h, of the newly formed oxide depends of the Li-ion diffusion, D, in the oxide (Li ions/vacancies diffuse significantly faster than oxygen does), oxygen partial pressure, P, and exposure time, t, and can be described as Here, N 1 is the number of oxygen atoms in Li-oxide unit cell, and K is the Henry's law constant. The presence of a thin oxide sheath prevents the surface from the rapid bulk oxidation and inhibits Li surface diffusion 33,34 due to the high activation Nano Lett. XXXX, XXX, XXX−XXX energy. Therefore, volume expansion during charging can only occur through the footprint of the Li particles via the out-ofplane elongation ( Figure 3e ). As Li nanowires grow, a newly emerged Li surface at the wire footprint gets oxidized and encapsulated, thus promoting a one-dimensional growth ( Figure 3e ) from a catalytic center akin to the vapor−liquid− solid growth mechanism of metal-oxide nanowires or the oxygen assisted growth of Si nanowires. 35 Similarly, a thin oxide layer is formed also at the surface of Li saturated carbon anode. Since more Li accumulates inside the C anode, a developing compressive stress is channeling Li to existing growth spots. Finally, an additional driving force for 1D growth develops due to the progressive Li nanowire surface oxidation. Due to higher density of Li x O compared to metallic Li, the surface oxide layer induces a compressive stress on a NW metallic core. The stress can release via directed flow of the metallic Li toward the NW footprint.
This 1D Li growth proceeds until partial oxygen pressure reaches the level where a sufficiently thick oxide layer is formed around the Li nuclei and at the surface of the lithiated carbon. At this pressure, the thickness of the oxide near the Li particle footprint reaches the critical magnitude
, where it will not fracture upon the given compressive stress in the C anode. Here, τ Y is the shear stress at the Li−Li 2 O interface, σ f is the oxide fracture strength, L z is the distance between the Li NW tip and the stress-free end of the oxide layer. 36 Note, this mechanically robust oxide shell is formed around each cluster including regions close to the root of the Li nanostructures (Figure 3f ), pinning Li deposits to the C-anode surface and inhibiting any further growth. Since the potential barrier for particle nucleation is proportional to γ 3 , where γ is the surface energy of Li, oxidation of Li leads to surface energy increase of the Li−O interface, resulting in potential barrier growth. 28 Therefore, the Li flux, J, contributes mostly to nucleation of new Li nanostructures which are more energetically favorable rather than to the growth of the pre-existing ones, in a manner analogous to metal electroplating from solution in the presence of brightening agent such as saccharin. 37 The observed changes in the nucleation density at elevated oxygen partial pressure can be also qualitatively explained using the aforementioned 2D Li nucleation and growth model. For that, we have extended the model by introducing the second species (O 2 ) diffusing across the C anode. Following the atomistic nucleation formalism for oxygen and lithium atoms, we modify eq 1 using the generalized formula for two species:
Here, P, σ Li , σ O , z, and k represent the oxygen pressure, dimensionless capture numbers accounting for the propensity of clusters to absorb Li or O adatoms, and a minimal number of Li and O atoms in a stable cluster, respectively. For negligible amount of oxygen, P ≈ 0 and k ≈ 0, the expression 2 reduces to eq 1. In case of significant oxygen flux, a critical cluster is reduced to only a few atoms, and dependence of N on Li current and oxygen pressure becomes sublinear semiquantitatively supporting the experimental results for in-plane growth modes observed under 10 −5 Pa oxygen gas pressure conditions ( Figure S10 ). The proposed 2D theory agrees with the observed nucleation density of Li deposits at 10 −7 and 10 −5 Pa where the Li morphology does not play a significant role during nucleation. To understand the effect of nanowire morphology on a nucleation density at 10 −6 Pa, one can consider Li nanowires as a "Li sink" that eliminates some part of Li atoms from a lateral diffusion and nucleation processes. In this case, the nucleation density would decrease since the amount of Li responsible for particle nucleation would be reduced by a difference between the current inflow due to charging and the outflow to Li sinks.
To capture the dynamics of lithium growth and oxidation at an early stage, a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation with the ReaxFF force field 38 is performed. As shown in Figure 3g −i, the Li atoms in an 8 nm × 8 nm × 10 nm Li slab are extruded from a 2 nm diameter circle on the surface, as the rest of the surface atoms (within the boxed area) are fixed. Due to the size and time scale limitations inherent to MD simulations, only the initial growth of Li in the three environments is investigated. During the initial formation stage, the oxide layer thickness evolution can be approximated with a linear growth relationship, 32 as h = CPt, where C is related to the temperature dependent reaction rates and Henry's law constant K. In MD simulations, both the oxygen pressure, P, and temperature can be tuned to control the oxidation rate to compete with the Li growth rate.
Figure 3g−i clearly shows that, with the increased oxidation rate and oxide layer thickness, less Li grows out of the surface, as the oxide layer imposes a compressive stress to resist free Li growth. This is consistent with the experimental observation that the nucleation at higher O 2 pressure proceeds with a minor increase in overpotential to break very thin oxide sheath formed on top of the anode. As shown in Figure 3g , metallic Li uniformly grows in all 3D directions resulting in a sphere shape under UHV. With much faster oxidation rate (Figure 3i) , not only is the Li particle completely oxidized, but it also wets the oxide surface and expands mainly along the in-plane directions. Figure 3h demonstrates a ≈5 times faster Li growth rate than the oxygen atom incorporation rate (thus a thin surface oxide layer forms). We observe that as Li metal gets partially oxidized, it displays a higher aperity ratio than that in Figure 3g and 3i. The surface oxide layer shrinks in volume due to the higher density of Li x O than metallic Li. Since Li x O is not an effective passivation layer compared to, e.g., Al 2 O 3 , 39 the oxide cracks and exposes a pristine Li surface to oxidizing species. Therefore, experimentally, we observe that Li particles of a few tens of nanometers in diameter can be completely oxidized during the 10−20 min long experiments. Grazing angle SEM imaging of Li plating ( Figure S5 ) supports the root growth mechanism of the out-of-plane Li deposits. Using the kink in the Li nanowire as a fiducial point, one can notice that the growth occurs at the Li nanostructure− carbon interface, pushing the whole wire in the direction normal to the C-anode plane.
Finally, we have noticed an interesting "catalytic" effect of the electron beam irradiation that locally increases the oxidation rate of Li due to the electron beam induced oxygen dissociation. 40 The latter can suppress wire growth even at a lower background pressure of O 2 ( Figure S11a ). This observed effect can be used for local controlling Li oxidation with a nanoand microscale resolution.
In summary, UHV operando SEM studies using a model thin film solid-state battery system provide new insights into the mechanisms of early stage Li plating and the surprising effects of oxidant on the Li nanostructure growth. In particular, we showed that, under UHV or relatively high oxygen partial pressure (in excess of ≈10 −5 Pa), a low-rate (≤1 mA/cm Table S1 and related discussion there). Rapid charging, however, leads to Li segregation inside the volume of the anode, compressive stress development, cracking/delamination followed by Li metal creeping at the interfaces, and large whisker growth independent of ambient conditions. ■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT 
